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The Fangs 

There Is No News ~ Week 6, 2021 
ow do you call it when there is a lot of news – as in content created by people 

who consider themselves journalists (who find that what they create should be 

seen and make a living off of that) – but simultaneously there is no news – as in 

content that is of importance to the receiver. Is that a paradox? (Is that unorthodox?) I don’t 

know what it is, but it sure as hell is annoying.  

 There is no news. Like seriously, I have nothing to tell you. As in the section that I think, 

in the fast life economy, is the most universally interesting is the “Internationals” section, in 

which I make predictions for the long term based on what is done/changed/implemented in the 

present. But there’s nothing happening, really. I mean sure there are things happening and 

everything is considered meaningful and historic and stuff, but in the light of doing things now 

that will change the future, we’re pretty much on the exact same course as last week. And the 

week before that. And the week before that (times what like 5 years… 10 years…).  

Mind you that I do say “course”, implicating something dynamic, not static. We’re still in 

the same progress or regress of the end situation I’ve been sketching. One where nature is 

industrialized into something of the past and everything will be artificial, the government is in 

full control of what you can and can’t do, disobedience will be deadly, quality of life will be worse 

than ever because of those reasons but those who enforce it will say that it’s the best thing ever. 

(Cyberpunk reality, basically. Including the awful sex culture.)  

It seems like the hill society is rolling downward just becomes steeper with every new 

political decision made, but there are no shocking new impacts that “change the actual shape of 

the hill”. No unexpected bumps, holes or ramps. The people who are actively shaping the hill 

with their agenda just keep using the system to frame the things that are in their way as 

something evil and then their minions take it out of the way or try to take it out of the way. This 

week’s impeachment trial *yawn* is one of those examples. I must say it may be a new low, but 

in reality it has nothing to do with progress or regress in society – as in for the people a 

government should be keeping itself occupied with instead of wasting time on going after an 

opponent (and literally saying that that is done because he’s an opponent (riots by other parties 

H 
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were ignored)). So yes there may be a new manifestation of severe ridiculousness, but still there 

is no news. 

In contrast to no news that is dynamic, no news that is static is my personal life. I mean 

every day is a new day, and given the state of it I need to keep finding new things to keep my 

mind busy with and in that process there’s always something new to report. But I keep missing a 

challenge that pushes me to my limits (as far as I have those hahá) and with that my life feels 

boring, empty and stagnate.  

There’s another life that seems stagnate. (An issue I need to solve, I guess?)   

BERT 

A week without Bert in his temporary jar is a good week, I believe. Or at least a better week, 

given that I don’t have to temporarily put him in poor circumstances to improve his main 

circumstance.  

Though Bert is a fish and I am not, the similarity is that we are both stuck in the same place 

and we keep doing new things (he makes a new bubble nest, I assemble a new closet). But we’re 

capable of more than we do. This leaves me with a dilemma.  

My Little Saltwater Visje 

Every day there are some moments in which I communicate with Bert. As far as that’s 

possible. (Or as far as I think it’s possible, even. Like I don’t know if he actually hears my words 

or if he just coincidentally seems to respond to what I say.) The other day I told him that I wish I 

were also a fish and could swim together with him – in comparison to the way human life has 

almost always been (like I think this wasn’t the case when humans were still travelers and 

governmental power didn’t exist) – carefree.  

But honestly having whether you are comfortable or suffer be fully dependent on the tiniest 

actions your owner takes and being barely able to communicate the cause of suffering is a 

situation I wouldn’t want to be in. Especially because one person can think: “Oh well, it’s over. 

There’s nothing I can do,” while the other thinks: “There must be a way to solve this.”  

I think that if I were a fish I’d be happy to live under my (as in I not fish) care, but not being 

in full control of the quality of his water at all times (like I can’t say “When I wake up, I want his 

water to have an x rate of nitrate and it must be free of diseases,” – all I can do is take steps to 

incentivize nature to change its course (only homo’s can do that (lol it’s important to not further 

specify to be more specific here))) is something discomforting in the light of the responsibility I 

have over Bert.  
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One of my special talents is coming up with captions and titles that will make dumb people 

think I’m dumb. It’s an important and unorthodox aspect of the PR strategy I use for my 

organizational process of filtrage. (Something that could put you through some social annoyance 

at first but incomparably great benefits in your future. Pass my litmus testtt.) Bert is a 

freshwater fish and not a saltwater fish. Of course I know that. That’s something I took into 

consideration when I bought him especially because saltwater fish require more special care, 

which is not cut out for the starting budget I have and the amount of factors I want to be 

watching over.  

  Bert is not a saltwater fish, but a little bit of pure salt (non-iodized salt) protects his gills 

from both ick and ammonia poisoning. He’s not a saltwater fish, but a subtle amount of salt does 

not harm him. As far as I know, especially now that I don’t have to change his water all the time 

and the mucus in his aquarium has been tamed (and his water is clear yaaaaaaaaaaay), his water 

quality is fine. Last night (it’s Wednesday as I’m writing this) I saw him prettytailing like never 

before. He was likely feeling physically threatened for some reason which makes him flaunt his 

tail more graciously, but the state of his tail currently is more beautiful than it has ever been 

(and with his water being likely more free from ammonia than it has ever been, it can still get 

even better). I filmed some of it. Exclusive footage thereof will be on https://danielle-lucy.love. 

To reduce the chances of him suffering because of the state of his water, with every large 

water change, I will add some salt to his water and always make sure that I have some extra salt 

on hand.   

Lil update: He did it again Wednesday night.  

Figure 1 - So handsomeee <3_<3 

https://danielle-lucy.love/
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Leafje 

Where I left off writing about Bert last week was that his vacuum and leaf hammock were 

delivered, and that I was going to tackle the mucus epidemic in his water. Friday evening I 

unboxed the vacuum cleaner, only to find out that I needed to buy a separate air pump for it. (I 

was already surprised by how cheap the thing was.) But I figured there’s just a tube that needs 

air to flow through it, so at first I tried it by blowing into it, worked for a very short while. I can’t 

blow into a tube for as long as my aquarium is wide. So I tried to use my mini universal bike 

pump, which also sort of worked, but the amount of air that flows through in one pump is not 

enough to flow the water to the top of the vacuum, and with the second pump it releases an air 

bubble and then reaches the top of the vacuum afterwards, which is counter-effective. If the 

pump were of normal size instead of mini, it would have genuinely worked decently.  

I ended up sucking up the mucus with a suction tube (the vacuum didn’t seem to do that 

anyway – it did suck up dead plant leaves and stuff though) changing 30% of his water and then 

changed 25% of his water right after filling that up again, all without taking Bert out of the 

aquarium. (I did unplug the thermostat given that it being on while not having enough water 

touch it can break it, but that’s still better than moving Bert out temporarily.) That’s when I 

figured that there was less salt in his water afterwards, so I went for the store for that the day 

after. I'm always inclined to, if someone is rude to me at some place to never go there again, 

which is one of the reasons why I kept buying rock salt, but I think I could economize on salt by 

buying aquarium salt, so I’ll be looking into that. (Mind you that I don’t use a spectacular 

amount of salt. I could use 475 grams of salt and there’s less than 250 grams in every time.) 

Another thing that was delivered when the vacuum was delivered, was a leaf hammock. I’d 

seen the product before and given that I wanted free shipping I decided to add that to the cart. It 

sounded cute. It is cute. 

Last week’s post included an odd joke. It might have come off like I meant “Ha, pathetic,” 

funny but I meant it as “That’s soooooo cuteeeeeeee,” funny. I respect my Bertje’s instincts. 

Bert has never used a leaf as a bed before. Food is essential for survival, so that he naturally 

knows where to search for it is not a surprise. Sleeping on a leaf, however, is not essential for 

survival. Upon installment, he instinctively has not much of an idea of how to use it. 

But Bert is a smart visje. And the leaf came with the instruction of feeding the fish on top of 

it for the fish to get used to using it. When he eats on top of the leaf (I also drop food in other 

places because I don’t want him to get used to thinking that the leaf is his standard place for 

food delivery) he tilts himself sideways. (Visit https://danielle-lucy.love for exclusive footage.) 

https://danielle-lucy.love/
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That’s what I want to see. Because that’s a betta’s ultimate state of rest, it seems: laying down 

sideways. So he might eventually start to rest on the leaf like that. (Does every type do that, 

though?) His fins are always moving so I’d like to see him rest them. 

Sometimes I see him go on top of the leaf, but then when I move closer, he gets off of the 

leaf to swim towards me. (And he still sleeps at the “non-planty” side of the thermostat, so I 

can’t sneak pictures of him sleeping either. I initially installed the leaf there, but he seemed 

uncomfortable finding an angle to get on top of it, so I moved it.) Wednesday afternoon, 

however, I, like a paparazzo laying in the bushes to catch some allegedly more important person 

eat a burrito while having claimed to be on a diet, managed to snap a picture of him on the leaf 

from a distance. 

 

The leaf seems to have added a new form of entertainment to Bert’s territory. He’s making a 

new bubble nest again, so I consider that an indication that he still has lust for life. Even though 

he’s alone all the time and his space is limited. 

I don’t have the space for him to make babies, nor do I have the willpower for that 

(especially because it’s an exponential process), so in this state of my life he’ll never experience 

that. I’d like to see him have just one baby someday. Other than that, it’s not like fish have a chat 

Figure 2 - Haha he even looks like he feels like 
he got caught. 
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with each other. Sometimes they make eye contact with each other and then get wild kissy. (Ha 

that sounds like intoxicated me.) That’s about it. Betta’s are no school fish anyway, so I don’t 

think it’s that big a problem that he’s alone. But I do would like for him to have a form of life to 

observe for entertainment, the way I have that with him. So I want to get him a snail. But my 

aquarium has no lid on it, nor do I want one, and I need to figure out where to get a snail given 

that I’d rather not order from the place where I got Bert from and I don’t know where else to get 

a snail. But I’ll figure something out.  

I’d like to get him an aquarium that takes up two walls or even extends through several 

rooms if I ever get the chance. Then I think it’s better to have an aquarium with multiple fishes 

in it. But for now I guess we’re good. (Though last week I managed to tackle like 70% of the 

mucus, but it keeps multiplying so this seems to become a weekly thing. But I expected to, 

without a filter, when I purchased the aquarium, have to do full water changes much more 

frequently, so it’s fine.)    

INTERNATIONALS 

This section is meant for analyzing world news that might change the course of history. It 

might then predict in which way the course of history might change in the long run. But this 

week there is no such news to analyze at all. Aside from the GameStop situation last week, that 

goes for last week as well. And so on. The GameStop thing is one of those small stories that 

blows up and then you never hear about it again. I guess that’s what I depend on to make this 

section fit some of its purpose, given that D.O.C.I.S. International is more of an idea than it is an 

actually operational business.  

 What is having a perpetual impact on society going downhill is the global corona policy that 

has people all over the world in an economic strangle hold. We could analyze the idea of a return 

to normalcy. (Haven’t you noticed how purposely silent I’ve been about corona since like April 

2020?)  

What Seems to be Pending for a Return to Normalcy 

A great contrast between my policy and the one implemented is that in my policy there is 

zero emphasis on testing and in the currently implemented policy the public has not been 

informed of an exit strategy. In my approach, taking infected people to the hospital and such 

were not even taken into a consideration, while currently governments want to almost have 

members of the army stand outside the homes of infected people to make sure that they don’t go 

outside (and people are getting criminal charges for not complying to lockdown rules and such). 
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Let me tell you why I decided on what I decided on, by illustrating the way I thought the virus 

manifests, when I first heard about it. 

Imagine a diverse group of friends walking through a quite crowded mall or shopping 

district. A diverse group that represents the cultural diversity of your country, but doesn’t 

overrepresent minorities. Nothing too crazy, you know. Something wholesome, but not 

unrealistic. They’re walking and laughing and smiling and stuff, maybe they just went shopping, 

maybe they’re going to see a movie, whatever, feel free to use your imagination.  

And there’s this businessman wearing a grey suit walking through the same area, having a 

phone conversation having his phone against his ear because he’s not a weirdo who wears 

friggin’ airpods. He can see the group of friends.  

Suddenly, the man falls silent, his eyes fixated on one of the people in the group of friends. 

The friend group is starting to tilt their bodies to the same person the man is staring at, while 

trying to move away from the person as well. The person the suit wearing man is talking to on 

the phone is like: “Dude, hello? Hello???????”  

The suited man suddenly gets a man veins-in-face type of expression. Then he, at the top of 

his lungs, yells: “CORONAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!” Out of nowhere, the entire group of friends 

collapses. They’re all dead. In chaos, everyone in the mall/shopping district starts running. It’s 

chaos. Like screaming “FIRE!” in a crowded theater. 

That is what I thought the coronavirus was like. (You should ask me what I thought policing 

in black neighborhoods was like before I heard the numbers.) And then the government was 

like: “Oh just stop shaking hands. It will all be fine,” so I was like, “Ehm, excuse me?” and made 

my alternative policy. If the virus were that deadly, hospitals would only cause more death, so 

it’s no use hospitalizing infected people then let alone have testing sites. (As far as hospitals were 

not doing that already, because how many chemo therapy sessions, for example, have been 

postponed and whoever had to “urgently you have three weeks to live” undergo it is still alive?) 

If the virus were that deadly, you wouldn’t have to test someone to know if he/she/”x” (look at 

that display of social inclusion haha and now forget about it immediately) has it or not.  

If the virus were that deadly, all governments had responded so irresponsibly that they 

should not have been allowed to stay functional. I felt obligated to step in. Given that the system 

clearly is not adaptive at all when it comes to “unexpected manifestations of nature” like that 

(and with rising sea levels it’s basically the same if not far worse), my strategy was created to 

replace the government and recruit people for my business at the same time. The details thereof 

were purposely left out because your recruitment could either get you a D.O.C.I.S. International 
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related job and a cure delivered to you in an envelope in the mail, or, if you don’t suit Fangyist 

principles, get you a fake job and something like cyanide while the label says it’s a cure.  

Anyway, now there are people who have their livelihood attached to being a covid celebrity 

or making money off of the covid industry. (Just like with the Trump-related industry, which is 

dying.) And the amount of disinformation spread about the virus and people brainwashed by it 

is just baffling to me honestly. Hearing people speak of the coronavirus is like hearing 

mainstream Christians talk about Christ. Saying things like: “Don’t do this or that because Jesus 

Christ doesn’t like that.” As long as I haven’t heard from him personally myself, I can’t believe 

the judgment of some Christian framing their own preferences and beliefs into something Jesus 

Christ allegedly believes. “With these measures the coronavirus will be wiped out.” Hand 

sanitizer doesn’t change a thing man stop it. Also, the other day I saw this leftist meme – 

sometimes there are things I actually consider relatable – of this woman filming herself while 

crying and working from home, saying something like: “Please just wear a mask. I can’t take this 

anymore.” You’re not working from home because of the virus. You’re working from home 

because of the mistakes your government is making and they Jesus Christ-style prop up the 

severity of the virus to make it look like they’re not flopping. 

In my policy, I had a detailed exit strategy from the start. With the current “two weeks of 

lockdown and then it will be over” (remember getting through the first wave of corona without 

mask mandates and curfews haha good times) and “testing testing testing” (fxcking pathetic) the 

public seems to not have been informed about the exit strategy yet. Kidding, they don’t have an 

exit strategy. They don’t have a strategy to revive the economy they keep destroying. (But I mean 

if they’re so clever to come up with a policy entirely on their own then they must know a way to 

adapt it, right? Ha popcorn tastyyyyyyyyyyyy.)  

Now I could be mistaken here, but the only corona exit strategy seems to be s******** 

a************.  It sounds like a pleonasm but it isn’t because it’s about policy. I don’t want to say 

it because I want to keep my internal calm. But it’s synonym for judicious followed by a word 

that it two asses in a synonym for country.  

Because of course, those who thrive on corona suffering really want things to get back to 

normal. (I spoke of this in a YouTube video which I will tag on https://danielle-lucy.love.) This 

is all a fxcking joke, irresponsible behavior, a waste of time, a waste of life etc. etc. etc. 

Vaccinating hospital personnel first, really? What a fxcking waste of money. Just inject some 

vulnerable people and the hospital system will be stabilized again then we can start forgetting 

about all this bullshxt. People so can’t think ahead. I can’t stand it. A prominent 21st century 

Belgian philosopher claims: “Those who question the vaccine question anything but 

https://danielle-lucy.love/
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themselves.” (A childish statement.) What do I need to question myself for here? There is 

literally no fruitful reason for me to alter the natural chemistry of my body with the long-term-

effects-100%-unknown vaccine that does nothing but lower symptoms. The virus is not going 

anywhere. (But by all means please (please please) take the vaccine if you want to.) Honestly, 

man. I really don’t want to talk about this. Let me end it with this Fangyist principle (minimally) 

every Praesens and Iustis must live by: whatever you limit your citizens with, you must limit 

yourself with as well. (But I guess I’ll see you when we’re wearing 6 masks in 2025?) 

News versus Sensational Anecdotes 
There is news and there are sensational anecdotes. I consider news news when it informs 

me of external factors that will cause either progress or regress in my personal life, or progress 

and regress in society as a whole, or progress or regress in another continent, country or city. If 

the news is not of that value, then I consider it a sensational anecdote. I really do not like 

wasting my time on sensational anecdotes.  

News in our great modern society is 99% sensational anecdotes (not because humanity has 

overcome everything (or anything)) and 1% actual news. And hey at least in the last 4 years that 

were not super fxcking sensational anecdotes. (I’m still like “AARGHHH NOOO MAKE IT 

STOPPP!” internally when I hear anyone mention former president.) I don’t even look at other-

side-of-the-spectrum news sources anymore because I consider it unbearable. My only sources 

are Ben Shapiro, Tim Pool and Steven Crowder e.a.. I trust them for being honest and 

transparent.    

You may have noticed that last week, I didn’t mention the sensational bullshxt spouted by 

someone whose name I won’t even mention. (Giving power to women who want children but are 

unsuccessful in love is a serious liability.) And the controversial members of the GOP, more 

random barbaric shxt in Belgium and now an extended curfew (it was such a great success) in 

the Netherlands, Tom Brady and Colin Kaepernick, someone being jailed for speech in Britain 

(it should be about the policy and not about the zillionth case), fxcking Disney Plus (life 

shouldn’t be so unbearable that people need so much entertainment to disconnect from it). 

Because they’re all sensational anecdotes.  

My God Steven Crowder saying something like: “You are… ehm… fiiiiineeeeee. I hope that 

doesn’t offend you,” to Tulsi Gabbard is more news than any of that given that at least that could 

be used to shift the public debate to a discussion about communication standards. (I mean it 

should be something that can be said and simultaneously not being disrespectful so I consider 

this a good example.)  
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Joe Biden (“accidentally stuttering” was it?) saying that his people have set up the largest 

fraud operation while he was campaigning for president correlates with the recent article in 

TIME magazine about the shadow campaign. It’s about the utmost impeachable thing I’ve ever 

heard. But instead (in Europe this is “Don’t forget to tune in get your popcorn give us ratings” 

material as well man my fxcking God) we’re wasting our time on impeaching someone who is 

not even president anymore.    

Even if Trump were given the death penalty for alleged treason in the light of the 6th of 

January, I’d say there is no news. Because it’s just individuals going after individuals. It would 

be a new manifestation of severe psychotic dumbness if that would happen. And maybe it will 

happen, like it’s not over yet as I’m writing this on Thursday. (But chances seem very small for 

this not being a 99% waste of time instead of 100%.)  (Also, I’ve been inciting violence for years, 

even saying that I’d take full responsibility for it, and no one ever sued me for shxt. Fxcking 

racists. :p) 

The only news the most powerful (in terms of volume) sources of media should serve us is 

details about every single political decision made. I don’t give a fxck about personal smear. Even 

if whoever has the highest authority a tainted past, as long as they get the job done and behave 

decently while doing that I really don’t give a fxck. Hello why does the media establishment not 

drift the public debate towards the fascist dictatorial 52 executive orders man it’s not even 

fxcking March yet? Even in the Netherlands they don’t do that. And there they are extremely far 

ahead in the process of complete destruction (by leftists). 

Don’t forget to keep asking your local Joe Biden supporters what is so great about him 

(aside from his hot son ye). News is something for mass broadcast – local, federal or 

international – when it is about progress or regress for society as a whole. If it does not meet 

that criterium, I refuse to waste my time analyzing it.  

Updated Draft 

I don’t talk about it as often at all anymore, but D.O.C.I.S. International is – of course – still 

openly welcoming its drafted members. As long as it is not acted upon and I’m here overthinking 

things maybe for no reason, the draft can be altered. When any member – I do really need my 

Praesens, Iustis and Strategicus to get started though – shows up at my doorstep (yes something 

that’s (quite very odd) odd (unprecedented, even) but absolutely not physically impossible), we 

can get started and the draft will be sealed. It then won’t be a draft anymore. (Only) then 

D.O.C.I.S. International (colloquially) an official Council. (I mean then we still need paperwork 
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and stuff I guess or something like video logs. Whatever, just logged in the Ab-actis 

department.)  

Quite some time has passed since I last listed my draft and I’ve updated that throughout my 

daily posts (sometimes didn’t even write it there) and have even altered some of the 

organization’s structure. Here’s, in quite random order an updated list: 

Drafted 

Council Praesens – Hunter B. 

Council Iustis – Ben S. 

Council Strategicus – Whoever operates The Head Cuddle 

Council Ab-actis – Kayleigh M. 

Council Technicus – Elon M. 

Council Cultor – Kendrick D. 

Council Economicus – Sander R.  

Senator Praesens Europiyayentis – Victor G. 

Senator Iustis Europiyayentis – Thierry B. 

Federal Praesens BE/NL – Bart W. (what is grammar rule here?) 

Federal Praesens FR/BE – Emmanuel M. 

Federal Praesens Texas – Eric J. 

Local Praesens Cuddle – Felix K. 

Minister of Information @ Versax – Tim P.    

Minister of Food Options @ FortunAgro & Council Kitchen Command – Frankie C. 

Minister of Cosmetics @ FortunAgro – Huda K.   

Unassigned 

Steven C. 

Bill R. 

Tulsi G. 

Tim S. 

Johnny M. 

Paras (?) 

Sena S. 

Liam P. (I didn’t see him the other day.  ) 

Sjondra (?) 

Emma C.  
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George V. 

Bart S.  

Arjen L. 

Freek J. 

Jermaine R. 

JP S. (?) 

Grayson D. 

Vladimir P. 

Selin G. 

Alexandra P.  

Those who are drafted and assigned are in charge of finding their own staff (if you need 

staff) and defining the way their department works. (Feel free to pick from the “unassigned” 

list.) The further down the hierarchy, the lesser you’ll have to “invent” on your own. (Though 

Fangyist governmental influence is bottom-up. Because a government structured like everyone 

has the exact same political needs is crazy. I’ll discuss that next week.) You must live in 

accordance with the values of D.O.C.I.S. International. Of high importance are that in your 

decision making process, keeping the planet healthy is your very highest priority and with that 

respecting the way nature works. We believe in democracy for policy and not democracy for 

people. And the use of: “I’m not an expert/scientist so I can’t think about this,” is a grave sin 

from now on. Violating Fangyist law comes with, eh, serious consequences.    

If a name that used to be mentioned is not mentioned anymore, that means that I need to 

be re-convinced. For a general idea of the organization’s structure and an idea of what the 

organization looks like in its official form, I kindly refer you to https://the.docis.international.  

An important change to the structure is that instead of grouping countries by continent, I 

now want to group countries by culture. This based on how people have access to food, 

prevalence of technology, the size of the government, the level of urbanization, the amount of 

ideological conflict etc. With that I group the United States with the EU, the Caribbean 

(CARICOM), Canada, Australia and New Zealand (among other countries?) for example. That is 

what “Europiyayentis” applies to (logical in the light of descent). I think that there will then also 

be an African and an Asian division, so three senate divisions instead of seven.   

If you think you’re the best suitable for a position, please e-mail me. (My business is created 

in such a way that I have a high production capacity but have adaption strategies on hand to 

handle influxes that exceed that.) To those who I want to be my allies (and I don’t do unwanted 

https://the.docis.international/
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allies): my door is always open (you do have to ring the doorbell though). Unless you’re a 

sodomite. :p  

LIFE UPDATES 

Because I’ve been struggling with some serious nightmares again lately (give. me. 

weeeeeeeeedddddd), I switched around my sleep schedule and went to sleep around sunrise for 

most of the week, to not have to wake up from a nightmare alone in the dark. This slightly 

flipped when I had to be awake to get some boxes delivered.  

Before I go into that, this week I’ve been collecting pictures of my meals, because I felt like 

that was missing from my life update last week. Whether I’ll make that a recurring theme I don’t 

know. Maybe as an exclusive. Yeah I also decided to put plain exclusives on https://danielle-

lucy.love, by the way. (The whole document gets fxcked up when I insert images below the rest 

of the page here, so please z.o.z.) 

https://danielle-lucy.love/
https://danielle-lucy.love/
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Orgasmic Casserole <3_<3 

Figure 4 - Saturday I had this meaty plate of soup. 

Figure 3 - And I made this breakfast casserole in a small oven scale for desert 
because I had a lot of bread in the freezer (which I usually use to make garlic toast 
or stew). It’s a recipe by Tastemade’s Frankie Celenza. 
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Figure 6 - I expected it to be good but I did not expect it to be this good. 
Like oh my god the tempering indeed has some kind of royal effect. Make this 
man my private chef immediately. <3_<3 (As things normalize we, Council, 
later start cooking for ourselves again.) 

Figure 5 - My Sunday breakfast... 
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Figure 8 - My classic pizza with okra and bacon 
for dinner-ish. 

Figure 7 – Mondayay + left overs on Tuesday 
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Figure 10 - Wednesday 

Figure 9 - Late night snacking. 
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My freezer has been too full for me to buy fish. Next week (after making some space in my 

freezer thus eating that out) I’ll be next level eating fish as if I’m a pescetarian. Is the goal haha. 

Code Red 

Friday I said that I was going to take a walk after uploading my piece, but I actually took an 

extensive nap after my all-nighter the night before and then ended up vacuuming Bert’s 

aquarium afterwards.  

Saturday, it was rainy outside and at first I felt like rather just wanting to lay in bed instead 

of exposing myself to the annoying feeling that people talk about me when I walk past them. 

Wanting to postpone my walk with another day, I contemplated getting Bert some salt. Then 

checking the weather forecast, I saw they predicted snow for Sunday and the Netherlands even 

declared a “code red” (I don’t know if Belgium did that as well, don’t think so). So I ended up 

going for a walk on Saturday afternoon – which is quite something – and bought some groceries 

(with the snow in mind as well). 

Figure 11 - And Thursday my God I love 
zilvervliesrijst and this is one of the tastiest bruine bonen 
met zoutvlees I've ever eaten. <3_<3 
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On Sunday, there was snow. Something that would be a highlighted theme in a diary post 

and now it’s more like “okay cute” (not “ohhhh snoooowwwww”) the way it is to me in real life. 

(Snow on the 14th would be cute if I weren’t cold and alone sleeping naked again while it’s been -

10 degrees Celcius this week. (And freezing literally all week long. Don’t ask me how I do it. Or 

why.)) I spent most of the day in bed and played the piano at night. I’ve swapped the Nocturne 

for “Moonlight Sonata” and the “Minute Waltz” because that suits me a lot better both 

dynamically and rhythmically.  

After watching some of Felix’s Minecraft hardcore mode videos and the way he finds his 

escape in the game, I decided to reacquaint with it. I already installed it in the beginning of the 

“pandemic”. But I used to “binge game” this game literally 10 years ago (haha I feel old wtf) and 

there are so many new things possible in the game that I didn’t want to just start building 

something and then find out that I could have done more with it. I believe it was Sunday, 

though.  

 

Figure 12 - Saturday 
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Figure 13 – Sunday 
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On Monday I started this document with the layout and titles and spent the rest of the day 

playing Minecraft. On Tuesday I spent most of the day playing Minecraft, did a work-out that 

was relatively more serious than the other ones I’ve been doing on an almost daily basis and 

then wrote a summary of a few lines per sub-theme for what I wanted to mention per theme. On 

Wednesday I wrote until beginning about Bert’s vacuum, got my closets delivered and played 

Minecraft at night. Something remarkable about getting my closets is that the delivery guy was 

French speaking and figuratively using my hands and feet we got the thing done. Like when 

someone is native in a language I’m not fluent in, I start speaking in other languages to see what 

resonates. (I know a few French words but didn’t know how to say “downstairs” like I was just 

downstairs and didn’t see you (now I’m back inside).) Probably confusing but apparently I had 

to show a verification code (I thought it was a spam link when I got the text) and then all was 

yayed. 

Figure 14 - This is taken this Friday morning man 
look how cold it is and tell me that that is how snow 
melts and there is not someone who has been on my 
balcony. 
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Now it’s Thursday and I can’t tell you much other than I wrote from Bert until the intro of 

Life Updates while laying in bed and now I’m at my dinner table writing this. This all is an 

indirect illustration of the way in which I approached school assignments. Oh and I walked 

indoors using my walking stick in the morning because my muscles were next level hurting from 

Figure 15 - BEANED haha visit https://danielle-
lucy.love for exclusives. 

https://danielle-lucy.love/
https://danielle-lucy.love/
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the work-out and the way I’ve been sitting on the ground. Oh and I can by the way give you an 

update on…  

I’m saving this until I’ve put together the other closet (for my bedroom) as well. It is my 

intention to have done that by Saturday.  

Other things I can’t really assign to a category was that I, by the way, forgot to mention last 

week that I also purchased a VPN license after my website didn’t seem to load with my IP 

specifically. An unexpected benefit from that is that I can now watch American ads, which leave 

you with a bad feeling a lot less often in comparison to European ads – except for when I 

connected to Washington DC because then the first thing I saw was some ad that immigrant 

frontline workers should get US citizenship which are two statements about as relatable to each 

other as: “The sky is blue. Give me your house.” Yuck.  

Another thing is that I feel that I hadn’t emphasized enough last week how excited I am to 

read about Hunter’s life. Not excited in the sense that I expect it to be cheerful content, but 

excited in the sense of getting an idea of what lives inside his mind. I’m hoping/expecting that it 

Figure 16 - Boxes extravaganza. 
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will go into the to me relatable topics of indulgence and complicity, and that it will say 

something about him being a lawyer and the impact public smear has on one’s career. I hope he 

has written it himself. Something I do wonder though is, like, isn’t he too young to be writing 

memoirs? I mean he has a lot to tell, but why is it memoirs and not just a book? Also it’s not 

distracting people from Joe Biden (though that’s not something difficult), which was 

controversial in the light of political campaign but now it’s out of the question given that he can’t 

help that he’s the man’s offspring (somehow sexy version) plus he has the right to exist in that 

position and with that there are plenty of stories to tell and I am all ears and there’s far too much 

obscurity about his very controversial investigation which is a very uncomfortable thing to be 

aware of. Ugh bring back public debates? 

The last thing I wanted to mention is that I’ve been online shopping like crazy for my 

standards, but that’s from the way I manage my money like my rent is still more than half of my 

“income”. I have just stacked up on products with a long shelf life (so that in case I can’t pay my 

rent anymore, I can still live for a while you know) and with that my grocery bill is substantially 

less than in the past, I cook large portions and don’t participate in any outdoor activity because 

of you-know-what, so boxes extravaganza is just me maxing out my shopping budget for non-

groceries (and saying fxck mandatory health insurance because that shxt costs me €130 a month 

and that’s just a “basic” package man this doesn’t even get me a dentist or a physio therapist or 

the right to choose my doctor or whatever unless I go abroad and pay even fxcking more man 

give my health insurance subscription to some American blue haired rabid neo-communist 

please (but I’ll likely just pay for two months next month the way I did a couple of times 

already)) while eating less fresh produce than I could if I didn’t make this decision. Economics. 

Leaving it on my bank account is pointless for me given that I can’t save up for a new car or a 

new house and in case I’m able to not pay my rent anymore I then at least have valuable 

tangibles. Plus it all wasn’t that expensive. Like the top 3 most expensive things I’ve bought is 

like €67 for shoes, €88 for the clocks and lamp and stuff and €190 for the two closets including 

€40 delivery costs. I consider them bargains.    
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Check out the secret message I've created for you on CodyCross. Click on the link to 

decipher the message. If you don't have CodyCross installed, please follow the link to install it 

and view the message. https://tt6zm.app.goo.gl/1poM9wjSp7uLiNdt8 (Lol memories because of 

the shxt I was in and people just casually reading my shxt anonymously watching me suffer for 

fun or some shxt; the current message is to those in similar situations.) 

For an exclusive video tour through my Minecraft castle/palace/fort/village (though it’s for 

me alone)/island/idk how to call it, I – met klem man check this outtt though I’ll likely film it 

with a separate camera given that I don’t have the tech to use screen record on my Switch – refer 

you to https://danielle-lucy.love. I’m going to cook now. 8 PM, washing some dishes first and 

then hoping to be done cooking around Bert’s dinner time.  

AFTERTHOUGHTS 

I think my afterthoughts are more of a conversational topic than it can be something written 

as pure prose. This because in this category, with pure Fangyism that is, I try to tweak your 

Figure 17 - Look what I'll be buying 
next ohmygaaad. 

https://tt6zm.app.goo.gl/1poM9wjSp7uLiNdt8
https://danielle-lucy.love/
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individual beliefs into something that universally suits a lot of great people worldwide. Given 

that no one ever tries to oppose me, while I find that people really should be doing that (my god 

please cancel me man what the fxck do I need to do for that), I can’t really… ehm… release the 

Kraken when it comes to the convincing power of Fangyism. But as soon as I have some 

advocates… my God we will be unstoppable. The natte vingerwerk Fangyism this week will go 

into the topics of which I think they need the most urgent further clarification.    

D.O.C.I.S. International’s Ceteris Paribus Situation 
(Continuation) 

In last week’s piece, I laid emphasis on why D.O.C.I.S. International has a ceteris paribus 

situation (to prevent the repetition of mistakes made in history, basically, and ensure the ability 

for society to keep getting better by making the utmost rational decisions) and what it is 

(assuming that people, in terms of character and intelligence, meet certain criteria). I realized, 

however, that there’s a way in which the idea is different from the idea of “ceteris paribus” and 

find it important to still point this out.  

Namely that we are aware that there are people who do not meet the criteria under which 

D.O.C.I.S. International’s ceteris paribus parameters function. In our policies and strategies, the 

awareness thereof resonates. To solve a problem, we target the root of the problem and not the 

symptoms. Taking out the root of a problem could disrupt the system and with that have an 

impact on the lives of some of our fellow Fangyists, leaving the task of mitigation for the Local 

Subdivision, the Senate and/or the Council. Adaption to the new circumstances, after having 

been used to old circumstances, however, is something the individual(s) has/have to do 

himself/herself/themselves (the last one is just plural). Not everyone who exists currently, 

however, is able to adapt (and with that not everyone can be a Fangyist). Those who are 

ideologically completely off the rails, in terms of Fangyist synchronicity I should say given that 

everyone is convinced that their own reality is reality, we can’t spend too much of our time on 

that. But we know we’re there (and they like to complain). Here we also take into consideration 

that the cause of some societal problems can be the existence of the person/people causing it. 

Oh so actually, formulated in a more understandable way, what is ceteris paribus is that 

every Fangyist simply does not object Fangyism and is able to adapt to it – those are all potential 

members of D.O.C.I.S. International (within that having their own culture of habits) – and the 

non-ceteris paribus factor that can vary, thus, is long story short the type of NPC zombie that is 

standing in our way to Fangyist utopia. 
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Universal Moderate “Cultural Traditionalism” 

In the last few months, I’ve been mentioning “traditionalism” and appreciation for my 

Surinamese roots quite often. You might be wondering why this is and why I mention 

“Surinamese traditionalism” while I’m a low-key Fangyist. I will first say why I suddenly speak 

of traditionalism, then go into the relationship between Fangyism and my traditionalism and 

then end with the universal aspect of these “personal ideological modules”. 

You might remember that in the very first piece of writing I published, I basically stated that 

I’d rather die than go to Suriname. In a way that’s still true, because in Suriname – for mobility 

reasons – you’re very much left the entertainment of each other. (Unless you have wild tropical 

jungle driving experience and a car available – that’s not me – you can’t say “Bye I’m going for a 

walk,” (if you have a tolerance for wild street dogs and caymans) or whatever. Ye it’s 

complicated.) Mentally it’s extremely difficult for me to be stuck in a sort of deserted island 

situation with people with whom I ideologically have absolutely nothing in common. I mean I’d 

love to be in that deserted island situation with the people I drafted. But, especially now that I’m 

used to living in peaceful solitude still (they were planning on going this summer without even 

telling me so I’m good regardless) I’d rather die than expose myself to that.  

But simultaneously, living in the West and observing the controversies here, I was starting 

to wonder why much of the debate strikes me on a different level. Not only the way in which I, 

for example, feel extremely uncomfortable with plant seeds being bio manufactured artificially, 

while in the West people prefer to try to control nature over having less intelligent people die. 

But also even the way in which I – and I’ve kept silent about this for so long that I actually forgot 

that I was keeping silent about this – in the controversy regarding homosexuality, consider 

sodomy the problem and don’t care with whom one shares a family name or house keys or 

whatever. I realized the way in which my roots, powered by my upbringing of course given that 

I’ve visited Suriname only three times in my life, shape the way I feel about certain things.  

These principles, however, I do not share with my parents. Appreciation for natural foods, 

having certain principles et cetera I have “inherited” from being raised by my grandparents. (My 

grandfather was quite very conservative and very philosophical. One of my grandmothers was 

extremely watchful in regard to the food she used to consume.)  

What makes my traditionalism “moderate” – being born and raised in the West and what is 

becoming of this place politically I have no choice but to be a moderate regardless – are certain 

aspects of the culture which I do not appreciate. What I do not appreciate – hate, even – about 

Surinamese culture (I’d say this is universal in black culture) is the hierarchical aspect of it. 

(This is something the rest of my family does appreciate (we are literally the opposite).) What is 
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classical about Western culture – though this is changing – is being allowed to openly question 

authorities. Surinamese culture (maybe any culture but Western culture) does not have that. 

You may not openly question someone who is older than you, you may not openly question 

someone who has more money than you and a female may not openly question a male. I can’t 

stand this. Depending on the type of circle you live in, you can either try and be laughed at or 

ignored, or try and be beaten. Which brings me to the other aspect of this hierarchical stuff I 

don’t like: the normalization of abuse. In Suriname – now this might be a creole and businengre 

thing – if you do not physically and/or verbally abuse your children, you’re considered a weak 

parent. If your child opposes you in any way, that is. At some point they will be traumatized and 

conditioned into agreeing with everything. (And then at some point they want to kill you. I don’t 

think that’s weird but I know a huge amount of people can’t voice that.) This along with children 

being used as house slaves (I’ve been cooking full meals and ironing clothes for the whole family 

since I was 10, and don’t forget “pass me the remote” “turn on the lights” “pour me a drink”etc.)  

and having no way to oppose this unless you want to be beaten and the neighbors saying that 

that is rightful, is just… My God (black parents are generally speaking the absolute worst) 

anyway yes what makes me a moderate is that I, though I have certain cultural principles, am a 

free thinker. My free thinking happens to be what defines Fangyist logic. 

Fangyism is an intercontinental kind of logic, but every Fangyist has a different culture (of 

habits (and principles)). In every country in the world, there are people who want more 

urbanization and everything that comes with that politically versus people who want to stick to 

their cultural traditions. I speak of Surinamese traditionalism because that is what defines my 

stance in this, which might not be that relatable to your own culture, but having a cultural stance 

in combination with a certain algorithm of free thinking is universal in Fangyism. I’ve been 

using “Surinamese cultural traditionalism” to illustrate how your unique culture of habits is a 

module to the Fangyist core.    

Fangyism versus Capitalism 

Capitalism versus communism is the underlying economic controversy in the political 

controversy that is being silenced. The underlying idea in communism may sounds more good-

hearted than that of capitalism. Assuming or even thinking that people have the same economic 

and political needs, however, is psychotic. So given that the reality of the theories is the exact 

opposite in terms of good-heartedness, I’m going to here solely focus on attacking the stronger 

theory and embark on why we should transition from capitalist to Fangyist economic theory.   
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Long story short, Fangyism is specifically created to solve our modern-day problems, while 

capitalism is simply created literally to get people some stuff. It is definitely better than having 

the entire economy be defined by a bunch of incompetent idiots, but saying “the market will 

solve it” at some point won’t fly anymore because the market only solves things if it makes 

someone “capitalistically” richer. That the market doesn’t solve things themselves (and doesn’t 

need a crony government to solve it either please (that’s why I say rather deprivatization than 

cronyism because then at least you have some sort of democratic say in it)) is something you’ll 

only find out when the problem has become too large.  

Examples of this – and I really don’t want to wait until this has happened, which is why I’m 

taking matters into my own hands and am pushing my Fangyist propaganda – are when sea 

water pours into your house and fills it beyond the ceiling while everyone is watching Netflix 

(and sending illusion money to businesses that are allegedly investing in solving the problem), 

or when the majority of the population depends on the health care industry to be kept alive 

artificially because they have allowed for the substances they sell to permanently alter their body 

chemistry. In Fangyism, if you are not directly contributing to problems like this being solved, 

you are not getting paid.  

Capitalism is that whenever someone finds it worth their money, someone can use “it” to 

grow their wealth. Binge watching Netflix is a lot more popular than let’s say creating new 

“green jobs”. Does that mean that watching Netflix is more important than solving a newly 

created political problem? I don’t think so. But the market does not solve that. It needs an 

ideological push, listing what the economic priorities are and with that what is worth more 

money than something else. That is what Fangyism does.  

There are two capitalist cancers of which people are deeply convinced that they are good 

while they are not. Those things are stock trading and countries “economically specializing” in 

only a limited amount of economic provision. By “economically specializing” I mean the basic 

economics everyone learns, which is something like: “Germany produces cars and France 

produces wine. They decide to trade 1000 bottles of wine for 1 car prices blablabla.” The worst 

part is that these things go hand-in-hand. I get tired of saying that laying on the couch while 

pressing some buttons in a trading app is a psychotic way of allowing someone to obtain more 

resources. (Can I get a compilation of me mentioning that?) …I also get tired of saying that 

countries creating growing dependency on other countries is irrational especially when they 

don’t have each other’s best interests at heart (I mean how can you call a country your adversary 

but then simultaneously economically depend on it and share a table with it at several globalist 

organizations) and globalism is not the root cause of climate change – because climate change is 
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a natural phenomenon (i.e. the Earth wiping out the cancer that is harming it) – but it 

(globalism) is the root cause of the world becoming this place in which people value nothing but 

money and no one has a real voice anymore and all nature will be replaced by concrete and all 

people do is create more and more and more and more artificial stuff while nature, thus the 

Earth, was not created for that. I get tired of saying this, but we must form an alliance. Let’s be 

real here: your beloved current political system will never solve this.  


